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the final part of the forza horizon 5 review is the features section. this should be the most exciting part of the review, as this is where you can find out what you can do in the game. like the previous two forza
horizon games, forza horizon 5 is a racing game that gives players lots to do. there is a wide variety of activities to enjoy, whether its drifting through a canyon on a motorbike, exploring a large and diverse
region of the game's setting, or getting behind the wheel of a car. there is a catch though, as all of this is limited to the online mode. in case you thought there would be no offline modes, you are wrong.
forza horizon 5 offers an offline multiplayer mode, which allows up to four players to race through the game's various locations together. you can also make use of the dynamic weather system, the stunning
visuals, the lots of car options, and the diverse regions. the ability to change your settings to suit your preferences and the ability to make use of the drivers are also included. as you may have noticed, there
are quite a few forza horizon 5 videos on the web. if youre interested in seeing some of them, check out the videos section of the site. theres currently two videos in the section, but more are to be added in
the future. with the forza horizon 5 review now complete, it is time to wrap it up by discussing what the game is like to play. if you like driving games, you should check out forza horizon 5. its an extremely
well put together racing game that includes lots of customizable cars and a very high level of customization options.
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the forzavista mode allows you to spy on your favorite cars racing in a fictional setting. the customizable camera view will allow you to see the entirety of each car, while you can zoom in on the track, the
player, and the track itself. you can also zoom in on the scenery, allowing you to see the details of the trees, buildings, and other objects. forzavista mode is similar to other modes that feature a photo-mode

in previous forza titles. like with forza horizon 3, you can customize the camera view and zoom in on your car. as in the past, your car will remain in the center of the view at all times, so you will never be
able to see the drivers seat or the track beyond the central position. forza horizon 5's photo-mode is a bit different. because of the massive range of cars, forza horizon 5 offers up both realistic physics and a

wide array of physics-based effects. the first challenge is to decide which cars youre going to purchase, because youll get plenty of single-player experience racing them. my advice is to pick the cars that
look really cool and arent too expensive, because theyre likely to perform very well. i also recommend looking at the gamers nexus for a comprehensive look at what cars youll be able to purchase when
youre level 50. the game plays out like a standalone race in which you earn a set amount of xp and skill points, and then you can do as you please. forza horizon 5 includes a ton of tracks, cars, and other

gameplay elements, so youll really be racing for quite a while. you can skip all the boring menus and keep going straight to the car selection screen, where you can choose which cars you want to use.
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